
is simultaneously colonial, tcrritorial, and state; indige-

nous, immigrant, and American; and m1'thic/past and

real/present. The volume, deftly divided into three the-

matic sections and eleven stand-alone chapters, tackles

a wide range of temporal, spatial, and cultural questions

important for both the archaeology of the American
West and historical archaeology in general.

The first section of the volume explores economic

realms of western life. Purser uniquely examines material

remains from northern California and northern Nevada

left behind by strategically flexible "boomsurfersl'

Next, in examining remains along San Francisco's early

waterfront, Delgado convincingly argues that the city's

success lies in its role as a port. Then, Cromwell evaluates

the economic and social value of ceramic vessels at Fort

Vancouver, Washington. Finally, Walker successfully

asserts that it is imPortant to recognize and identify

transicnt populations in the archaeological record, as

they were integral to the western economy, as evidenced

by the Okie exodus to California.
The second section addresses the role ofraciaiization

in the formation of the West. First, Watkins's compeliing

chapter examines how Oklahoma Native Americans im-

bued Euro-American goods with meanings that differed

from their original meanings. Dixon and Smith persua-

sively challenge the idea that ephemeral sites should be

automatically excluded from the National Register of His-

toric PIaces due to their individual lack of integrity or rm-

portance in their research of Chine se rvoodcutting camps

associated with Nevada's Comstock boom. Ross empha-

sizes the diversity of |apanese, a notably understudied

group, and Chinese populations at British Columbian

canneries by analyzing food and beverage consumP-

tion habits. Lastly, Clark encourages the incorporation

of landscapc archaeology and collaborative work with

stakeholder communities in her important discussion of

Coloradot Amache Japanese internment camp.

The final section explores the role of the "mythic"

West in our present conceptions of the West as sPace

and time. Church's confrontation of past Eurocentric

emphases in historical archaeology examines the eco-

nomic, social, cultural, and kinship ties between South-

west and Plains Native Americans along the Santa Fe

Trail. Scarlett discusses the challenges of conducting

historical archaeology in Utah, a state more focused on

its prehistoric resources despite the Mormon Church's

interest in its heritage and archaeological sites' Closing

thc volume by confionting the idca of the West as wild

and untamed, Warner critically discusscs the 'domes-
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tication' of the West and the fact that material goods,

household activities, and consumption habits took on

different meanings in the region than elsewhere in the

United States.

While the Plains is not the main focus of the volume,

the chapters authored by Walkea Watkins, Clark, and

Church reveal that the boundaries of the American West

are flcxible, permeable, and can be extended to events

and locations in the Plains. As with every edited volume,

some chapters are weaker than others, in terms of thesis,

data, or conclusions, but, in general, the larger thematic

and theoretical elements that span all of historical ar-

chaeology, not just the American West, make Purser and

Warnert edited volume an important addition.

Emily Dalc

Department of Anthropology
Northern Arizona University

The Ends of the World: Volcanic Apocalypses, Lethal

Oceans, and Our Quest to (Jnderstand Earth's Past

Mass Extinctions. By Peter Brannen. New York:

HarperCollins Publishers, zor7.3z2 pp. s27.99 cloth.

Most of us have read or seen reports that the so-called

Age of Dinosaurs ended about 66 million years ago at

the end ofthe Cretaceous Period. That end was due to

the worldwide effects produced by an asteroid collision

with the Earth in the Gulf of Mexico in the vicinity of
Chicxulub, today a town in the coastal northern Yucatan

Peninsula of Mexico. This major extinction event in

Earth history, produced by the impact, resultecl in
huge volumes of debris blown into the atmosphere that

reduced light transmission and decreased temperatures

for many months, in tsunamis in the Gulf of Mexico and

adjacent waters that flowed over adjacent land areas, in

impact-generated shock waves in air, water, and Earth

that traveled worldwide triggering earthquakes and

volcanic eruptions along tectonic plate margins, and in

forest fires in the Americas sparked by heat from the

impact. It reportedly killed off about 75o/o of thc plant

and animal species on Earth that were major parts of
ecosystems including the nonbird dinosaurs. 'Ihe actual

overall death toll may have been more or less than 75%

because there is no way to estimate the percentage of
species that died that had no preservable hard parts, but

it certainly killed off many of those species too.
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In the words of television pitch people, "But wait,

theret morel' In his new best-selling book, Peter

Brannen, award-winning science writer, takes you

on a fascinating trip through the run-up to the end-

Cretaceous extinction event and the K-Pg (Cretaceous/

Paleogene) boundary, formerly called the K-T
(Cretaceous/Tertiary) boundary. That run-uP includes

the eruptions of the lavas preserved as volcanic rocks

of the Deccan Traps in India. The lavas alone covered

an area the size ofthe lower 48 states, but their greatest

worldwide effect was the major increase in atmospheric

temperatures after the initial cooler climate due to the

release of CO,. That increase lasted millions of years and

produced major warming globally.

Brannen interviewed many scientists rvho studied

these events and went on field trips with them to ma-

jor Cretaceous sites and to those where earlier and later

extinction evcnts happened. He Presents clear explana-

tions of what is known and not known about all of these

events in a largely error-free book.

Brannen details the other four big cxtinction events

in geologic history: the End-Ordovician (about 443 mil-

lion years aBo); the Latc Devonian (374 and 359 million

years ago); the really big one, the End-Pelmian (z5z

million years ago); and the End-Triassic (zor million

years ago). You might think that all these extinctions

were triggered by the effects of bolide impacts, but if
you did you would be wrong. 'Ihe End-Ordovician one

was triggered by an oxygen increasc and proportionate

CO. decreases as volcanism declined, by the weathering

ofexposed rocks that tied up CO, in other rocks, and by

continentai glaciations triggered by global temperature

decreases during atmospheric cooling. The Late Devo-

nian extinction was also due in major part to continen-

tal glaciations and their effects. These glaciations were

triggered by the evolution of land plants and the spread

of forests on the iands with concomitant CO, declines

in the atmosphere.

The End-Permian is another story entirely. There

were major glaciations on the continents in the Late

10)

Carboniferous (Late Pennsylvanian in the US) ancl the

earlier Permian, but they didn't result in big die-olls of
species. What did in more than 96% of all marine spe-

cies, some 7ov" of land vertebrates, many insect species,

and the decline ofland plant species was probably not

impact events, but rather the release of CO, from the

continental eruptions that produceci the Siberian Traps'

a vastly larger outpouring than the Deccan, and from

the burning of coal deposits beneath the lava flows.'lhis

CO, enrichment led to global warming on a scale not

seen before or after. Volcanism on a lesser scale and its

effects also led in part to the End-Triassic event as well.

You might be tempted to ask what these extinctions

have to do with us on the Great Plains. All of them rm-

pacted what would become the Great Plains we know

today and to one not mentioned previously, the End-

Pleistocene mass extinction of the so-called megafbuna

(5o,ooo years ago to the present), which was mostiy a

man-made event. Wc humans do lovc to eat, after all,

and iarge meat animals were the first to be eliminated, at

least in part, by our search for food. But we humans have

now long passed that point and are all now taking part

in personally funded gigantic experiments in ccosystem

change by agricultural displacement of natural ecosys-

tems on land, in enrichment of CO, and other gases in

the atmosphere, and in the dumping of pollutants like

nitrogen compounds on the land that wind up in the

oceans and lead to ocean dead zones. No citizen would

ever votc to fund such experiments.

Some scientists have named the current age the 'An-

thropocenel'which I think, as some others do, began in

ryn CE with the invention of the steam engine. Those

scientists think that our impact will be as big on life as

the other big extinction events. Let's hope that they are

wrong, but please read Peter Brannen's book to get some

better idea than you have currently ofwhat has gone on

in the past and what is happening today.

R. Fl Dillendal Jr.

University of Nebraska State Muscum

University of Nebraska-Lincoln
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